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Paderborn -- University City With Plenty Gardens
Paderborn, a German city in the federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia (Nordrhein-Westfalen), is
bursting with numerous diverse and wonderful attractions. And it seems as if its number of
inhabitants never stops growing, growing, growing. Awesome…
Several parks and green spaces near the shopping zones are greatly cherished by the citydwellers and tourists equally. Regardless of the current transformation and growth of the city, it
stays a friendly place that can be effortlessly navigated.
The life pattern is somewhat of relaxed type which attracts visitors to cherish its charm in the
entirely rustic setting.

— Top Areas Of Interest
History
Webcams
Gunzenhausen
Sigmaringen

And Paderborn makes fun… It hosts the grand Libori carnival during the last week of July. This is
majestically heralded by the ringing of the Cathedral bells. And at the very time of this festival, the
city virtually arrives to a standstill. :o)
On the other hand, you’ll get a lot of other occasions here to celebrate throughout the year. The
Luna Park Fair, the Spring Festival, and the shooting festival are all drawing attention to both citydwellers and visitors alike.
It has effectively established itself as a city rich in culture in its own right. Owing to its cultural
munificence, if you love spirituality in the lap of nature, you’ll find it a viable place to hang out.
Various libraries, music schools, and the Westfälische Kammerspiele theater attract a huge
number of visitors. By means of its diverse concert and theater programs, the city has acquired a
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sort of reputation in the neighboring areas. Church music in the Cathedral and significant
exhibitions and festivals all substantiate the city’s enlightening triumph.
At the education front, Paderborn is not lagging far behind in comparison to other German cities.
On one occasion was the oldest intellectual place of Westphalia region. It saw its first university in
the year of 1614 and presently boasts of quite a few theological and private academic institutes. It
even has the largest computer museum in the world!
The city also takes account of a well connected airport — the Paderborn/Lippstadt Airport [PAD] in
Büren — which connects it to the bigger German airports and also puts forward flights to numerous
locations in Europe.
For more information on the district this city belongs to, please see… the Paderborn District.
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